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HBF Review of Central Reclamation and Waterfront

The HBF has been invited by the Government to review 
the plans for Central.  To do this HBF has embarked 
on a Harbourwide study, based on the Harbourfront 
Enhancement Committee’s Harbour Planning Principles, 
to establish principles across the waterfront against 
which Central is reviewed.  In this broader context, HBF 
recognises Central’s role as Hong Kong’s centre stage; 
both as CBD and as the city’s face to the world.  

As such, HBF submits the following observations 
regarding current plans for Central from our business 
perspective:

•   while there is no dispute over the need for disposable 

GFA, the scale of roadway infrastructure and building 

envelopes are too massive and incompatible with a 

pedestrian waterfront environment

•   there is a lack of spatial definition by building massing 

in the OZP to reinforce Central’s waterfront address 

and ceremonial corridors

•   physical and visual connections to and from the 

waterfront are obstructed or too complex

•   long term planning should be incorporated to 

eliminate inappropriate uses

•   the OZP is too broad in its allowances; development 

guidelines must be written into lease agreements to 

ensure quality, permeability, human scale, access and 

active edges

The HBF encourages the Town Planning Board to revisit 
the Central Extension OZP, adapting the plan to the 
new HPP, engaging stakeholders to address these issues 
and setting the precedent for a living plan that is part of 
a vision for the whole Hong Kong Harbour.

 plan should replace 
sewer infrastructure

ensure access to 
martime uses

minimize impact of 
bulk at Tamar

ensure ceremonial public 
access through Tamar

activate a continuous 
south edge of 
waterfront address

ensure uninterrupted 
visual links to Statue 
Square from ground level 
at Star Ferry

too much roadway in 
the park

waterfront retail too tall, 
needs permeability

keep waterfront address 
narrow, crossable at ground 
level

ensure pedestrian 
friendly, arts oriented 

corridor

responsible pedestrian 
friendly waterfront 
boulevard

The Harbour Business Forum Backgrounder

The Harbour Business Forum (HBF) is a coalition of diverse businesses whose aim is to influence 
Government policy and decision making with respect to the harbour on the basis of what is in Hong 
Kong’s best long-term economic, social and environmental interests. 

HBF has a broad-based membership that comes from a wide range of business sectors including 
professional institutions and services organizations. Eleven leading corporations have joined an 
initial group of founding patrons and committed funds to make the Forum a reality.  To date more 
than 100 companies and organisations have joined as Corporate, Professional and Supporting 
Members.   

Our Mission    

The Harbour is core to Hong Kong’s heritage, an international icon and a source of inspiration to those 
who live and work in Hong Kong.  

Our mission is to see Hong Kong’s harbour and harbour-front areas become a genuinely vibrant, 
accessible and sustainable world-class asset. We aim to engage with relevant stakeholders and the 
Government in order to agree upon, and implement, a common vision for the harbour.  

Our Focus 

The Harbour Business Forum (HBF) will initially undertake the following: 

�� Study international best practices - we will study international best practices in harbour-
front planning and we will work with professionals, academics and Government to bring such 
expertise as needed to Hong Kong by organizing seminars, workshops, conferences and other 
events.

�� Review management of harbour-fronts - we will review the international and local 
institutional arrangements for the design, construction, implementation and management of 
world-class waterfronts, and where appropriate call for changes to the current systems in 
Hong Kong. 

�� Study the value of Hong Kong's harbour - we will undertake a study of the value of 
harbour-front enhancement in other locales, and the potential environmental, social and 
economic value of Hong Kong’s harbour and harbour-front.  

�� Respond to Government and other bodies - as a coalition, we will respond to Government 
initiatives relating to harbour development. We will initially review and comment on the 
Harbour Planning Principles and Harbour Plan Review (currently being developed by the 
Harbour-front Enhancement Committee [HEC]). Once these are finalized, we will strongly 
encourage their rigorous application to all on-going and future developments. We will stress 
the need for holistic and integrated planning and for the assessment of all territorial needs, 
both on and around the harbour.   

Membership of the Harbour Business Forum is open to all companies and organizations on the 
following basis: 

Patrons - Business leaders who formally endorse the establishment of the Harbour Business Forum, 
act as guardians, define the terms of reference, commit initial funding and provide ongoing oversight 
through the appointment of their senior representatives.  

Corporate Members – Companies committed to support the Harbour Business Forum including those 
active in, among others, F&B, retail, property development and management, tourism and leisure, 
transportation, financial institutions, and other service organizations.

Key observations of current plans for Central
(pink and orange volumes represent maximum building envelopes in current plans)

ensure quality of 
waterfront addresses 
around the harbour

limit heights of 
buildings directly on the 
waterfront

activate edges all 
along harbourfront

plan should replace 
sewer infrastructure


